Nociceptin/orphanin FQ receptor knockout rats: in vitro and in vivo studies.
Nociceptin/orphanin FQ (N/OFQ) regulates several biological functions via selective activation of the N/OFQ peptide (NOP) receptor. Recently knockout rats for the NOP receptor gene (NOP(-/-)) have been generated; these animals were used in the present study to investigate their emotional (open field, elevated plus maze, and forced swimming test), locomotor (drag and rotarod test), and nociceptive (plantar and formalin test) phenotypes in comparison with their NOP(+/+) littermates. In addition, N/OFQ sensitivity has been assessed in electrically stimulated vas deferens tissues taken from NOP(+/+) and NOP(-/-) rats. In the elevated plus maze and forced swimming tests NOP(-/-) rats showed anxiety- and anti-depressant-like phenotype, respectively. No differences were found in the open field test. NOP(-/-) rats outperformed their NOP(+/+) littermates in two motor behaviour assays. Genetic ablation of the NOP receptor gene produced a statistically significant increase in nociceptive behaviour of the mutant rats in the formalin test. Finally, in the electrically stimulated rat vas deferens taken from NOP(+/+) tissues, N/OFQ inhibited in a concentration-dependent manner the electrically induced twitches while the peptide was inactive in tissues taken from NOP(-/-) animals. These results, in line with previous findings obtained with selective NOP receptor antagonists in mice and rats and with mouse knockout studies, clearly indicate that endogenous N/OFQ-NOP receptor signalling plays an important role in controlling anxiety- and mood-related behaviours, exercise-driven locomotor activity and nociception. These observations are relevant for defining the therapeutic indications (and contraindications) of NOP receptor antagonists.